, rather than that of [13] . 
Notation and terminology
For a field k, we denote by k a fixed algebraic closure of k. ksep (resp. kab) denotes the separable closure of k (resp. the maximal abelian extension of k) in k. For a Galois extension K/k of fields, we denote by Gal(K/k) its Galois group. The action of Gal (K/k) on K is on the right: xaz=(x~)z for a, z E Gal (K/k) and x E K.
For a ring R with unity, we denote by Mn(R) the ring of matrices of size n with entries in R. The unit matrix in M(R) is denoted by ln. For an element A of M(R), we denote by to the transpose of A. GLn(R) de notes the group of invertible matrices in M(R).
We denote by Rn the free left R-module of rank n. Rn is hence isomorphic to the R-module consisting of column vectors (resp. row vectors) of size n with entries in R, on which the group GLn(R) naturally acts on the left (resp. on the right). We will often consider Rn together with such an action of GLn(R). When we want to emphasize this, we will write it Rn (column vectors) (resp. Rn (row vectors)). When there is no explicit mention, we mean the former.
Let k be a number field. For a finite prime p of k, we denote by k~ the p-adic completion of k. tk (resp. ;, ~) denotes the ring of integers in k (resp. kr). For an algebraic group G over k, we denote by GA the adelization of G over k. Its finite (resp. infinite) component is denoted by Go (resp. G~).
G~+ denotes the connected component of the identity in G~, and we put GA+= G~+X Go. For a k-algebra B, we denote by G (R) or by GR the R-valued points of G. For a k-morphism f: GG' of algebraic groups over k, we de note by fR the group homomorphism: GRGR induced by f.
The cohomology groups of schemes are always the etale cohomology groups, in this paper.
•˜1. 
is obvious. we define d (x) for x e B~ + as above by (1.1.5)
Let BA be the adelization of BX, and BA+ the subgroup of BA consisting of x e BA whose infinite component x~ is contained in For x e BA+, we put x (z)=x~(z), ?P'(x)=?/1'(x~), j (x, z)=j (x~,z), and d(x=d(x) with the above notation.
For a function f on Hr with values in C2
, and x e BA+, we put (1.2.1) with the notation of 1.1. Now let c be an order of B, and P a congruence subgroup of fl+=cfBA+. DEFINITION (1.2.2). The notation being as above, we define the space of cusp forms C (F: {k}; nw) as the space of functions f on Hr with values in C2 which satisfy the following three conditions: Here in the definition, we dropped the reference to {xi}, because such spaces are canonically isomorphic if one changes the representatives {xi} (cf. [14] (1.4.4)). We also note that (S; {k}; nw)={0} if there exists an element S c E S(1 FX such that j} sgn(cn)kn=-1, where cn are the conjugates of c.
1.3. For a subgroup S of BA+ as in 1.2, take and fix a maximal order o of B such that So C j} e , where the product ranges over all the finite primes p of F. S0 contains n as a direct factor for all but a finite number of p. We denote by L(S) the product of p such that n< is not a direct factor of S. Hence So is a direct product of f e and an open subgroup So of fl o<.
4L(S) NIL(S)
We shall define the Hecke operators ~(SxS) for x in the following set
For x e V (S) and i (1<i<h), let xxi=sx~a with s e S, a e B+ and some j (11h).
Then we "recall" that Indeed, the proofs given in [14] (under the assumption that r=1) works as well in the general case.
DEFINITION (1.3.4)
. For x e V (S) and f=(ft) e C(S; {k}; nw) with fi e (P1; {k};k nw), we define ~'(SxS) f=(g2) e C (S; {k}; nw) by g1=f2Jaj' for each i, where j and al are as in (1.3.3).
Let D(B/F) be the discriminant of B over F. For a finite prime p of F which is prime to D(B/F)L(S), we define the Hecke operators gy(p) and ~(p, p) as follows. Take x0 e o~ whose reduced norm is a prime element of Ft,, and let x be an element of V(S) whose p-component is x~, and whose other components are all equal to 1. We then put (p)= (SxS) and (p, p) =(5(x)5), both of which depend only on p. THEOREM (1.4.1). The notation being as above, suppose that [F:Q]=g is odd, and that k1. . • _=kg (mod 2). Then for almost all finite primes p of F (which are prime to D(B/F)L(S)), the roots of the equation .f~(T; C(S; {k}; nw)) =0 have absolute values NF/Q(P)°2.
As the proof will show, the set of possible exceptional primes in the above assertion depends only on B and S, and not on {kn} nand w. We note that, when F=Q and B is a division quaternion algebra, the above assertion had been obtained by Kuga and Shimura [13] . When B=M2(Q), it had been proved by Deligne [5] , by virtue of the validity of the Weil conjecture (Deligne [6] I's naturally acts on the Siegel upper half space n of degree n, with the above notation, there exists the canonical system {VS, coS, J 8(x), (S,Te, xeGA+)} for G ([18] 2.5), we only recall that Vs is defined over ks, and that cps is a holomorphic map from n onto VS(C) which induces an isomorphism of/rs onto V8(C). We next recall the homomorphism z ([18] 2.7). Let Ls be the field of rational functions on Vs defined over ks, and put 2={fo ~s f e LS}. We also put 2=U
2S and L=lim Ls, where the lim is taken in the obvious sense.
sE -* Seat
In this paper, we identify 2s and LS and hence 2 with L by means of cos. In [18] 2.7, Shimura defined the homomorphism
which is continuous if we topologize Aut(2/F) as in [18] 2.7. Let FXG~+ be the closure of FXG~+ in GA+. Then z induces a continuous injective homomorphism of GA+/FXG~+ into Aut(L/F).
It is also surjective when cn/rs is compact, or when F=Q and GQ = GL2(Q) ([18] 2.8). For a member S of , put ES=S (1 FX. Then v induces a continuous injective homo morphism, which we also denote by the same letter
where Es0 is the projection of ES to G0, and ES0 is the closure of Es0 in G0. Where C is a quaternion algebra over Q, and q=2g-1ng. When n=1, it is the map which we will call fr(1) in the next section. p is actually a homo morphism into a subgroup
with a v e GLq(C). By [18] 8.6, we know that tv`=(-1)g-1v, and that Cis inde fi nite if and only if g is odd. In the rest of this section, we assume that g is odd. Then., G(C, v) is isomorphic (by an inner automorphism in GLq(C)) to
Which is also a group of the type considered in 2.1. We henceforth consider as a homomorphism of G into G*. Let {Vs, cps, J~ 5(x), (S, T e ; x e GA+)} and {V, Mcps, JNM(y), (M, N e ; y e GA+)} be the canonical systems for G and G*, respectively.
Then the following assertions are proved in [18] 8.9:
(2.2.4) p induces a holomorphic map e: which is equivariant with respect to the actions of G.+ and G*+.
(2.2.5) For S e p1" and M e£ * such that p(S) M, we have k5 k , and there exists a k5-morphism EMS: V5-* V r which satisfies cp T o e=EMS ° co. With the PEL-type Q*, by [17] 5.3. AM is a projective abelian scheme of relative dimension 2q=(2n)g over V M. We note that m is a lattice in Cq (row vectors), and that o={a e CJ am C m} acts on A as V -endomorphisms on the left. For each point P of V, the group of torsion points (A*M)p(C)tors of the fibre (AS)P is isomorphic to C/m as left c-modules. Now consider the following condition on S E: (2.3.2) There exists a PEL-type 9* for G* such that R(S) is contained in M =M(Q *), and that P is torsion free.
DEFINITION (2.3.3)
. The notation and the assumption being as above, suppose that S e satisfies the above condition (2.3.2). Then we define the projective abelian scheme as the base change of f*M by EMS, where M=M(Q*).
It is easy to see that, when D, p, icT and m are fixed, fs and AS depend only on S, and not on the choice of the level structure.
When F=Q, n=1 and B is a division algebra, we see that G=G*, 0=id, and ESS=id, and hence the above AS is the abelian scheme considered by Kuga and Shimura [13] . DEFINITION (2.3.4). The notation being as above, for a positive integer k, we denote by As the k-fold fibre product of AS over VS, and by f s the structure morphism: AsVS.
When there is no fear of confusion, we will drop the subscript S for As and fks, and write them simply Ac and fk, respectively.
•˜3.
The fundamental isomorphism
In this section, we assume that B is a division quaternion algebra over F with r=1, and that n=1 for G, i.e. GQ = BX. The aim of this section is to prove the isomorphism (3.3.3), which links the l-adic cohomology groups of A with the l-adic representation spaces constructed in [14] .
3.1. We first recall some facts about Ql-sheaves ([9] VI). Let us fix a noetherian scheme X, and denote by Xet the etale site of X. We also fix a prime number l in the following.
For the definitions of (constructible) Z1 sheaves and (constructible) Ql-sheaves on Xet (we will drop the adjective "constructible"
following SGA 42) , we refer to [9] VI. Categories of such objects will be denoted by Z1 f c (X) and Q1 fc (X ), respectively. For Fe Ob (Zl fc (X)), we write FOx Ql for the corresponding Ql-sheaf. A Zl-sheaf F=(Fn) is called twisted constant ("constant tordu" in French) if all the Fn are locally constant, or equivalently all the Fn are represented by finite etale group schemes over X. A Q1-sheaf is called twisted constant if it is isomorphic to FO Q~ with a twisted constant Z1-sheaf F on Xet.
Suppose now that X is integral and normal. Let be the generic point of X, and identify k(ij), the residue field of r~, with the field of rational functions K of X. We denote by the geometric point of X over i which corresponds to the separable closure Ksep of K. Let F=(Fn)® Ql be a twisted constant Q1-sheaf on Xe, with locally constant Fn. Then we can consider its associated Gal (KSep/K)-module
which is a Ql-vector space of finite dimension on which Gal (KSep/K) acts continuously and Ql-linearly.
We will frequently use the following easy LEMMA (3.1.2). Suppose that X is integral and normal. Then the fu nctor: F HF from the category of twisted constant Ql-sheaves on Xeti, to the category of finite dimensional Ql-vector spaces on which Gal (KSep/K) acts continuously and Q1-linearly, is fully faithful.
PROOF. This follows from the l-adic version of Grothendieck's Galois theory ([9] VI 1.4.2) and the fact that there is a canonical surjective homo morphism of Gal(KSep/K) onto the fundamental group 2rl(X; ) of X at
For twisted constant Ql-sheaves F and on Xet, we can define their tensor product F Ox and the exterior products ) F, which are also twisted constant. The following isomorphisms of Gal (Ksep/K)-modules are obvious: where Ox and n in the right hand sides are the usual ones as vector spaces over Q1.
Next, let L be a finite extension of Ql, and A the ring of integers in L. Then one can naturally define the categories of A-sheaves and L-sheaves on Xet ([9] VI), which we denote by Afc (X) and L-fc (X ), respectively. The above formalism, especially (3.1.2) also holds for A-sheaves and L-sheaves, with obvious modifications.
For F=(Fn) e Ob (Zz fc (X )), put (3.1.5)
Then F® A, together with natural action of A, is an object of A-fc(X). It is twisted costant if F is. Also, we have a functor Ox A L:A-fc (X)L fc(X ), which is by definition Ox Ql for the underlying Zl-sheaves.
The functor: Z l-fc(X)L-fc (X), which associates F to (FOx A) OA L, factors through Ql-fc (X), and hence we obtain a functor scheme over the Shimura curve 11 (3.1.6) It is obvious that all these functors are exact, and that Hi(X, F OQIL)~` Hi(X, F) OQ1 L for any F e Ob (Qt-fc(X)). Suppose again that X is integral and normal. Then for a twisted constant Ql-sheaf F on Xet, the following isomorphism of Gal (Ksep/K)-modules is also obvious: Now fix a rational prime l, and a member S of with respect to G satisfying (3.2.4) For any x e GA+, x-1Sx (1 BX has no non-trivial elliptic elements (con sidered as a Fuchsian group of the first kind acting on "d1=H).
Then we can define from p({kn};w) a projective system {F(p({k}; nnw))}= {F({k}; nnw)} of finite etale group schemes of l-power orders over VS ( [14] (2.4.3) ). This system, considered as a projective system of sheaves on V~, et, is a twisted constant Zl-sheaf. Its associated Ql-sheaf will be denoted by F 8({k}; w;1). When S and l are fixed, and there is no fear of confusion, we The proof will be give in 3.4-3.5.
3.4. Fix S e as above, and write f and A for f S and AS, respectively. We also fix a prime number l.
First note that Rlf*(Ql) is a twisted constant Ql-sheaf on V8,; this follows from a general result ([2] XVI 2.1 and XV 2.1) or from the Kummer theory ([2] IX 3). Let be the generic point of VS, and identify k(~) with L8. By (3.1.2), the above theorem is equivalent to saying that Gal(Ls/Ld)-modules R1f* (Ql)~ and (p(1)°)~ are isomorphic. We will describe these two Gal(LS/L8)-modules in the following.
For this purpose, let us prepare some notation.
Suppose that a continuous representation cp: Gal (Ls/Ls)GLm(Ql) is given. If cp factors through Gal(L/LS), then com bining cp with the homomorphism (2.1.6), we obtain a representation of S0 into GLm(Ql), which we denote by cp; Therefore the representation of Gal(LS/LS) on AutQl(R1f~(Ql)S) is equivalent to the one which is contragredient to the natural l-adic representation ijr': Gal(LS/LS)-~AutQ1(V1(A0)) attached to A0. But the quaternion algebra C acts on V1(A0) on the left, and V1(A0) is isomorphic to (COQ Q1)2g-1 (row vectors) as left C-modules (cf. 2.3). Put Cl = COQ Q1 and q=2g-1 for simpli city. Since the actions of C and Gal(L8/Ls) on V1(A,7) commute, J' in fact factors through Autc(V1(A0)), the group of automorphisms of V1(A0) which commute with the action of C. We have thus obtained a representation (3.5.3) from ijr', we recall that Gal(Ls/Ls) acts on Ls on the right, and that )1r(a) E GLq(Co) acts on C~ (row vectors) on the right.
COROLLARY (3.4.4). The representation c:Gal(LS/LS)-AutQl(F S(p(1)°; l)~) (resp. AutQ1(FS({kn}; w; l)~)) factors through Gal(L/LS
To conclude the proof of (3.3.3), we need the following result which is essentially due to Shimura: (1) S(p(1)°; l) and Rlf,~(Ql)5 are equivalent, and hence concludes the proof of (3.3.3).
•˜4.
The zeta function of As
In this section, we will prove our main result (4.5.3) of this paper. Throughout this section, we again assume that B is a division quaternion algebra over F with r=1, and that g is odd. G is the algebraic group over Q such that GQ=BX.
We first recall general facts
about the cohomology groups of abelian schemes. Let V be a noetherian scheme, and f:AV an abelian scheme over V. We fix a rational prime l which is invertible in V.
LEMMA (4.1.1) (Deligne [5] ). With the above notation, we have a canonical isomorphism:
for each i.
PROOF. This is contained in the proof of [5] Lemma 5.3.
Q.E.D.
The following fact may be well known.
LEMMA (4.1.2). With the above notation, we have a canonical isomor phism:
of Ql-sheaves on Vet for each q~0.
PROOF. The cup product defines a morphism: R1 f.~(Qz)~Rq f,~(Qr).
By the anticommutativity of the cup product, this factors through n Ri f ,(Q1), and hence induces a morphism I: n Rl f,~(Q1)-*R' f,~(Q1). To prove that I is an isomorphism, it is enough to show that each fibre of I at a geometric point of V is an isomorphism, because V is noetherian (cf.
[9] VI 1.2.6).
Hence it is enough to prove the assertion for an avelian varigty over an algebraically closed field. But this is known (Kleiman [11] Th. 2A8).
Let Ak be the k-fold fibre product of A over V (k>1), and fk: Ak-~ V the structure morphism. It is also known that any irreducible K -rational representation of GL2(K) is isomorphic to the one which maps each A E GL2(K) to det (A)apk(A) with an integer a and a non-negative integer k. The above representation is a polynomial represent ation if and only if a> 0. Now let H=GL2(K)g, and define a K-rational representation cp (1) 
LEMMA (4.2.3).
Suppose that a non-negative integer w and a positive integer k are given. Then there exists a non-negative integer a(k; {k}; w) for each g-tuple {k} nof non-negative integers satisfying (3.2.1) for the above w, w k and the representation n (0 cp (1)) is K -equivalent to cp({kn}; w)+Qa(k; {kn};w)' {kn} where the sum in the right hand side ranges over all {k} nsatisfying (3.2.1).
PROOF. Obvious from the above considerations. Q.E.D.
REMARK (4.2.4)
. When g=1, a (k; {k}; nw) are explicitly calculable (cf. Kuga [12] IV-2-1). When g> 2, we do not know the explicit formula of a(k; {k}; nw), and take the above lemma for their definition. 4 Q. E. D. PROOF. Take a Z -lattice X in the representation space of p({kn}; w) satisfying the condition [14] (2.1.6) . Then by the same argument as in [14] 2.5, we see that H0(VS, FS({kn}; w;l)) ^' 0 (X®zQ1)rsi, with the notation of i=1 loc cit.. Q. E. D.
COROLLARY (4.4.3). If w is odd, the cohomology group H0(VS, Rwf(Q1)) vanishes. If w is even, H°(V S, Rw f (Qz)) OQL K1 is isomorphic to Kl [Gal (ks/F)]
(-w/2)°at2k;{°}°w' as Gal (F/F)-modules.
PROOF. This follows from (4.4.2) and (4.3.1).
Q. E. D.
We next compute the 2nd cohomology groups. Q. E. D.
4.5. In general, let k be an algebraic number field of finite degree, and X a projective smooth scheme over k of dimension d. For a finite prime p of k, let D~ (resp. I~) be a decomposition subgroup of Gal (/k) (resp. the scheme over the Shimura curve 19 inertia subgroup of D~) attached to p, and let a4, E D4, be a Frobenius element. Following Serre [15] , we put (4.5.1) with a prime number l which is prime to p, for 0<i<2d. We also put (4.5.2) where the product ranges over all the finite primes of k. Z2~(s; X/k) is known to be independent of the choice of l (at least) when X has good reduction at (Deligne [6] ), or for i=0,1, 2d 1, 2d. If k' is a subfield of k, and if we consider X as a k'-scheme, then we easily see that the Gal (k/k') module Ht(XOk, k, Q1) is isomorphic to the one which is induced from the Gal(k/k)-module H1(XOkk, Q1 REMARK (4.5.4). In the above discussions, we assumed that k>1 , to avoid confusions.
If k=0, i.e. A°= Vs, the zeta function of VS is known , and easily determined from the above discussions. The result is that Zt°~(s; V S/F) =~(s; k8), Z{1~(s; V8/F) =Z(s; S; {0}; 0) and Z~2~(s; V8/F)=~(s-1; k 8), up to the Euler factors at p which divide D(B/F)L(S). 4.6 . As an application of the above result, we prove here the assertion (1.4.1) for division quaternion algebras B over F with r=1. In view of (1.3.6), the validity of (1.4.1) for one w implies (1.4.1) for general w. We may therefore take w so that (3.2.1) is satisfied. For S e , we can find a sub groups S' E of S which is stable under the canonical involution, and which satisfies (2.3.2) and (3.2.4). For a prime p of F not dividing D(.B/F)L(S'), we know that the Hecke polynomial H,(T; C~(S; {k}; nw)) divides H,(T; C(S'; {k}; nw)) (cf. [14] (1.6.2)), and hence we may and do assume that S itself satisfies the assumption of (4.5.3) to prove (1.4.1).
It is easy to see that there is a finite set P(S) of finite primes of F which contains the prime factors of D(B/F)L(S), and for which the following assertion holds for all pP(S) (4.6.1) There exists a projective smooth curve VS, over rF, ~, and a pro jective abelian scheme f~: A,-~ VS, of relative dimension 2g such that the base change of f ~ : A~--~ VS , from tF, to F, is isomorphic to the base change of f:A -DVS from F to F t,.
Take a prime p e P(S), and let k(p) be the residue field of p . Then it is known that the characteristic polynomial of a 1 on Hi(Ak , Q1) is equal to the characteristic polynomial of the geometric Frobenius relative to k(p) acting on H1(A Qx z F ~k(~), Q1), where l is a prime number which is prime to p, and A is the k-fold fibre product of A, over VS , (cf. Q.E.D.
•˜5.
Reformulation in terms of automorphic representations
In this final section, we will reformulate the assertion (1.4.1) in terms of automorphic representations, and then extend the result in 4.6 for arbitrary quaternion algebras (over a totally real number field of odd degree), using the correspondence of Jacquet and Langlands [10] .
5.1. We first explain the relation between classical automorphic forms and automorphic representations.
This must be well-known to specialists , and is actually given in several literatures, at least in the elliptic modular case (cf. e.g. Casselman [4] ). However, in the general case, the author could not find a better reference than master's thesis of Takagi [19] , which was not published. Thus in 5.1-5.3, we explicitly write down the correspondence fo r the sake of the convenience of the reader and the author , following the method of Takagi. For the proof, we refer to [19] , or otherwise , the proof is direct. It is easy to see that co is well-defined, we moreover have the following PROPOSITION (5.1.2). The map which sends f E C(S; {k}; nw) to ~of gives a bijective C-linear map from C(S; {k}; nw) to the space of continuous functions (ii) with is isomorphic to the discrete series representation and (iii) For r+1<n<g, 7vn is isomorphic to the finite dimensional repre sentation which maps x e B n(^' H X cGL2(C)) to det (x) (kT V2 pkn(x) (iv) There exists a non-zero vector x e Ox V(ir),, which is fixed under S0.
v:finite
Notice that when r satisfies the condition (iii) above, 0 V(2r)vn is iso n=r+1 morphic to W * as a representation space of (H><)g-r CB~+. In the following, we fix such an isomorphism and identify these two spaces. On the other hand, if 7rvn is a representation as in (ii) above, there is a vector c°kn+2 in V(7r)vn which is annihilated by V-(the holomorphic vector), which is unique up to scalar multiples. With these terminologies, tL(S; {k}; nw) (1 V(7r) is characterized as follows. PROPOSITION (5.3.1). The notation being as above, take the representa tivesl from B<. Let '(SxS) be an endomorphism of tL(S; {k0}; w) defined by: ('(SxS)cp)(g)=~'~o(gel) for c e t L(S; {k}; nw).
PROPOSITION
Then we have IL o (SxS) ='(SxS) OIL on (S; {k}; w). then the operator '(p) (resp. V (p, p)) coincides with the multiplication by NF/Q(p)1/2(,/1(oiP)+p2(ri )) (resp. p1(a1)p2(o1)) on ~IL(S; {k}; nw) (1V (7c), where oi', is a prime element in Ft,. 5.4 . The following theorem is a representation theoretic reformulation of (1.4. (ii) For n> r+ 1, 2cvn(x) = det (x) (kn+ w)/2p(x) knfor all x e B ^' H". Then for almost all finite primes p of F which are prime to D(B/F), ire are isomorphic to 7r(, v2) with quasi-characters vi of F satisfying: i1(t)=|t| Jai with Re(si)=-w/2 (i=1, 2).
